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Altronix Offers Innovative Power and Transmission Solutions for 
Challenging Outdoor Surveillance, Access and Security Applications 

Ensures Power/Data Delivery in Harsh Conditions and/or Remote Locations 
 

               
Brooklyn, NY (November 19, 2015) – Altronix, the recognized leader in power and 

transmission solutions for the professional security industry, offers a number of products 

designed for surveillance, access and security devices in challenging outdoor 

environments. Altronix outdoor power offerings include the company’s NetWay™ PoE 

Injectors, ReServ™ UPS, WayPoint™ Power Supplies, and eBridge™ EoC Transceivers.  

 

“Our wide range of outdoor power and adaptive transmission solutions deliver power 

and data over virtually any cabling infrastructure for analog and IP surveillance, security 

and access devices while providing the highest levels of versatility, flexibility and 

simplicity,” said Alan Forman, President, Altronix Corporation. “These solutions are 
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increasingly critical as systems are being expanded outdoors to provide increased 

situational awareness.” 

 

NetWay 1DWPM Hi-PoE Injector provides PoE, PoE+ or Hi-PoE (60 watts) power and 

passes data over CAT5E/6 up to 100m without repeaters. Utilizing Altronix’s LINQ™ 

Network Communication Technology, NetWay1DWPM offers built-in IP management, 

enabling remote control, monitoring and event reporting via email and SNMP trap 

message notifications. Additional features include internal surge protection, as well as 

auto detection and protection of non-PoE cameras and devices. NetWay1DWPM is 

housed in a lightweight IP66-NEMA4/4x rated enclosure, is UL Listed in the U.S. and 

Canada and CE Approved. 

 

Reserv WP Video Surveillance Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) offers true sine 

wave regulated AC outputs and regulated DC outputs to simultaneously provide power 

to 12VDC and 24VAC devices during normal or power outage conditions, which can be 

more likely to occur in harsh outdoor environments.  

 

WayPoint Outdoor Power Solutions provide a robust solution for PTZ and fixed 

cameras with or without heater/blower housings, IR illuminators, wireless transceivers 

and virtually any surveillance or security product that’s exposed to the elements. 

Designed for the harshest environments with IP66-NEMA4/4X rated enclosures, 

stainless steel lockable latches, and integral flanges to accommodate wall or pole 

mounting. A wide range of models in single- or multi-output are available providing 

24VAC and/or 28VAC, including a version that accepts 277VAC input.  

 

eBridge200WPM EoC/Cat5e Transceiver transmits Ethernet and power over coax up 

to 300m or CAT5e up to 500m without repeaters. It supports a single Hi-PoE (60W) 

camera/device or two PoE/PoE+ cameras/devices at 100Mbps full duplex. 

eBridge200WPM also offers built-in IP management utilizing Altronix’s unique LINQ 

Network Communication Technology that enables you to remotely monitor, control and 



report power from anywhere. eBridge200WPM is housed in a lightweight IP66-

NEMA4/4x rated enclosure, UL Listed in the U.S. and Canada and CE Approved. 

 

PMK1 Pole Mount Kit is designed to simplify mounting and installation of any Altronix 

outdoor power and transmission solution. It accommodates 2” to 8” diameter poles, or 

up to 5” square poles. 

 

Altronix Outdoor Power Solutions are proudly made in the U.S.A. and carry a lifetime 

warranty.  

 

For more information on Altronix’s extensive line of products, call toll free 1-888-
258-7669, e-mail info@altronix.com or visit www.altronix.com.  
 
About Altronix  
Altronix Corporation is the leading designer and manufacturer of quality low voltage 
electronics for the video surveillance, security, fire, access control and automation 
markets. The company continues to enhance its series of products that deliver “More 
than just power” including LINQ™ Network Communication Technology, Trove™ Access 
and Power Integration, Pace™ UTP/Ethernet Long Range Ethernet Adapters, eBridge™ 

Plus Ethernet over Coax Adapters, eFlow™ Power Supply/Chargers, NetWay™ PoE 
Midspan Injectors, HubWay™ UTP video solutions, VertiLine™ rack mount power 
solutions, ReServ™ UPS series for video surveillance, WayPoint™ Outdoor Power 
Supplies, and StrikeIt™ panic device power and control. Altronix’s U.S. corporate 
headquarters located in Brooklyn, NY occupies over 150,000 square feet, with the latest 
manufacturing technologies for the highest levels of quality and performance. Altronix is 
an ISO 9001 registered firm. Altronix products are manufactured in the U.S.A. and carry 
a lifetime warranty.   
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